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Abstract: Despite the recent progress in deep learning and remote sensing image interpretation,
the adaption of a deep learning model between different sources of remote sensing data still remains
a challenge. This paper investigates an interesting question: do synthetic data generalize well for
remote sensing image applications? To answer this question, we take the building segmentation
as an example by training a deep learning model on the city map of a well-known video game
“Grand Theft Auto V” and then adapting the model to real-world remote sensing images. We propose
a generative adversarial training based segmentation framework to improve the adaptability of the
segmentation model. Our model consists of a CycleGAN model and a ResNet based segmentation
network, where the former one is a well-known image-to-image translation framework which learns
a mapping of the image from the game domain to the remote sensing domain; and the latter one
learns to predict pixel-wise building masks based on the transformed data. All models in our method
can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. The segmentation model can be trained without using
any additional ground truth reference of the real-world images. Experimental results on a public
building segmentation dataset suggest the effectiveness of our adaptation method. Our method shows
superiority over other state-of-the-art semantic segmentation methods, for example, Deeplab-v3
and UNet. Another advantage of our method is that by introducing semantic information to the
image-to-image translation framework, the image style conversion can be further improved.
Keywords: remote sensing; deep learning; video game; domain adaptation; building segmentation

1. Introduction
The remote sensing technology opens a door for us to a better understanding of our planet,
changing all walks of our life with very broad applications, including disaster relief, land monitoring,
city planning and so forth. With the rapid advances in imaging sensor technology, the modality of the
remote sensing data is becoming more and more diversified. People now can easily acquire and access
to up-to-date remote sensing images from a variety of imaging platforms (e.g., airborne, spaceborne)
with a wide spectral range (from multi-spectrum to hyper-spectrum) at multiple spatial resolutions
(from centimeters to kilometers).
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Recently, deep learning technology [1,2] has drawn great attention in a variety of research fields.
The deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), as one of the deep neural architectures, have greatly
promoted the progress of remote sensing technology [3–7]. Despite its great success in automatic
remote sensing image analysis, the adaption of a deep learning model between different sources of
remote sensing data still remains a challenge. On one hand, most of the previous methods of this field
are designed and tuned based on images of specific resolution or motility. When these methods are
applied across different platforms (e.g., the remote sensing images with different modality or image
resolution), their performance will be deeply affected. On the other hand, as deep neural networks’
capacity is growing rapidly, the training of a deep learning model requires a huge amount of training
data with high-quality annotations, but the manual labeling of these data is time-consuming, expensive
and may heavily rely on domain knowledge.
Arguably, improving the adaptability of a model between the different sources of images can
be essentially considered as a visual domain adaptation problem [8–10]. The mechanism behind the
degradation lies in the none independent and identically distributed data between the training and
deployment, that is, the “domain shift” [8,11] between different sources. Since the training of most of
the deep CNN models can be essentially viewed as a maximum likelihood estimation process under
the “independent and identically distribution” assumption [2], once the data distribution has changed
after training, the performance can be deeply affected. An important idea for tackling this problem is
to learn a mapping/transformation between the two groups of data (e.g., the training data and the
testing data) so that they will have, in principle, the same distribution.
In the computer vision field, efforts have been made to generalize a model trained on the rendered
images [12,13] (e.g., computer games) to real-world computer vision tasks and have obtained promising
results [14–17]. In recent video games, for example, Grand Theft Auto (https://www.rockstargames.
com/), Hitman (https://hitman.com/) and Watch Dogs (https://www.ubisoft.com/en-us/game/
watch-dogs/), to improve a player’s immersion, the game developers have made great efforts to feature
sophisticated and highly realistic game environment. The realism of these games not only lies in the
high reality of material appearance, illumination but also in the content of the environment: the ground
objects, structure layout, vehicles and non-player characters [13]. In addition to realism, the size of the
game maps are also growing explosively and are made more and more sophisticated. For example,
in a well-known game “Grand Theft Auto V (GTA-V)” (https://www.rockstargames.com/V/), the Los
Santos, a fictional city featured in the game’s open world, covers an area of over 100 km2 with
unprecedented details. Reviewers praised its design and similarity to Los Angeles. Figure 1 shows
a part of its official map and a frame rendered by the game engine.
In this paper, we investigate an interesting question: do synthetic data generalize well for remote
sensing applications? To answer this question, we train a remote sensing image segmentation model on
the city map of the well-known video game GTA-V and then adapting it to real-world remote sensing
application scenarios. Due to the “domain shift” between the game and the real world, we cannot
simply apply the models trained on game data to real-world applications since it may lead to a
large generalization error. A general practice to tackle this problem is the “neural style transfer” that
is, to transform a game image by using a deep neural network so that the transformed image shares
a similar style with a real-world one while keeping its original image contents unchanged [18–21].
The Fully Convolutional Adaptation Network (FCAN) [14] is a representative of this group of the
methods. The FCAN aims to improve the street-view image segmentation across different domains.
By transforming the game data to the style of urban street scenes based on neural style transfer,
it narrows the domain gap and improves the segmentation performance. More recently, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) [22,23] has greatly promoted the progress of image translation [22,24–26].
Zhu et al. proposed a method called CycleGAN [26], which has achieved impressive results in a variety
of image-to-image translation tasks. Owing to the “cycle consistency loss” they introduced, people are
now able to obtain realistic transformations between the two domains even without the instruction
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of paired training data. CycleGAN has then been applied to improve visual domain adaptation
tasks [15,27].

Figure 1. An official map of the video game Grand Theft Auto-V (GTA-V): the city of Los Santos.
(a) The satellite imagery rendered from aerial view. (b) An in-game frame rendered from the
“first-person perspective”. (c) A part of the game map that is used in our experiment. (d) The legend of
the map (in a similar fashion of Google maps). Different to the previous datasets [12,13] that focuses on
rendering street-view images from the “first-person perspective” (like (b)), we build our dataset from
the “aerial perspective” of the city (c,d).

In this paper, we choose a fundamental application in remote sensing image interpretation,
that is, the building segmentation, as an example by training a deep learning model on the city map
of the game GTA-V and then adapting our model to real-world remote sensing images. We build
our dataset based on the GTA-V official game maps. Different to any previous methods [14–17] and
any previous image segmentation dataset [12,13] that focuses on the game images generated from
the “first-person perspective” or from the “street view”, our dataset is built from an “aerial view”
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of the game world, resulting more abundant ground features and spatial relationship of different
ground objects.
We further proposed a generative adversarial training based method, called “CycleGAN based
Fully Convolutional Networks (CGFCN)’,on top of the CycleGAN [26], to improve the adaptability of
a deep CNN model to different sources of remote sensing data. Our model consists of a CycleGAN
model [26] and a deep Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [28,29] based segmentation model, where
the former one learns to transforms the style of an image from the “game domain” to the “remote
sensing domain” and the latter one learns to predict pixel-wise building masks. The two models can
be trained jointly without requiring any additional ground truth reference of the real-world images.
An overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An overview of the proposed method. Our method consists of five networks: GX , GY , DX , DY
and F. The former four networks, which corresponds to a CycleGAN model [26], learn two mappings
between the game domain X and the remote sensing domain Y (GX : Y → X, GY : X → Y). The last
network F learns to predict building masks of the transformed data. In our method, we first transfer
the style of a synthetic game map x to a real one GY ( x ) and then train the network F based on the
transformed image GY ( x ) (input) and the game map legend (ground truth).

Different to previous methods like FCAN [14], where the image transformation model and the
segmentation model are trained separately, our model can be jointly optimized in a unified training
framework, which leads to additional performance gains. Experimental results on Massachusetts
Buildings [30], a well-known building segmentation dataset, suggest the effectiveness of our adaptation
method. Our method shows superiority over some other state-of-the-art semantic segmentation
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methods, for example, Deeplab-v3 [29] and UNet [31]. In addition, by introducing semantic information
to the image-to-image translation framework, the image style conversion of the CycleGAN can be
further improved by using our method. The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
•

•

We investigate an interesting question: do game data generalize well for remote sensing image
segmentation? This is a brand-new question for the remote sensing community and it may have
great application significance. To answer this, we study the domain adaptation ability of a deep
learning based segmentation methods by training our model based on the rendered in-game
data and then apply it to real-world remote sensing tasks. We propose a new method called
CycleGAN to tackle the domain shift problem by first transferring the game data to real-world
fashion and then producing pixel-wise segmentation output. In fact, the innovation of our paper
is not limited to a certain algorithm - the significance of our work also lies in our investigation of
a brand-new task in remote sensing and a feasible solution. To our best knowledge, this problem
was rarely studied before and we haven’t seen any similar solution proposed in the remote
sensing community.
We introduce a synthetic dataset for building segmentation based on the well-known video game
GTA-V. Different to the previous datasets [12,13] that focuses on rendering street-view images from
the “first-person perspective”, we build our dataset from the “aerial perspective” of the city. To our
best knowledge, this is the first synthetic dataset that focuses on aerial view image segmentation
tasks and this is also the first game-based dataset for remote sensing applications. We will make
our dataset publicly available at https://github.com/jiupinjia/gtav-sattellite-imagery-dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give a detailed introduction to our method,
experimental datasets and evaluation metrics in Section 2. Our experimental results are given in
Section 3. Some discussions are given in Section 4 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
In this section, we will first give a brief review of some related methods, including the fully
convolutional networks [28], vanilla GAN [22] and the CycleGAN [26]. Then, we will give a detailed
introduction of the proposed CGFCN. Finally, we will introduce our experimental datasets and
evaluation metrics.
2.1. Fully Convolutional Networks
In recent years, deep CNNs [32–35] have greatly promoted the research of image processing
and computer vision, including object detection [36–41], semantic segmentation [28,42,43], image
captioning [44–46], image super-resolution [47–49], and so forth. A CNN consists of multiple
convolutional and down-sampling layers, learning high-level image abstraction of the data in a
layer-wise fashion with better discriminative ability and robustness. Compared with the traditional
methods where the features are manually designed, the features of a deep CNN can be automatically
learned through an end-to-end learning framework.
The fast development of deep CNNs gave birth to a new technique called Fully Convolutional
Networks (FCN) [28,29]. An FCN is a network architecture that is specially designed to predict
two-dimensional structured outputs. Compared to a standard CNN that only accepts images of a fixed
size and produces one-dimensional vectorized outputs, an FCN can accept arbitrary-sized inputs and
produce two-dimensional outputs accordingly, which greatly improves the flexibility of data processing.
The FCN thus proves to be much more effective than the traditional CNNs in many computer vision
tasks. Similar to a standard CNN, an FCN consists of a series of layers, including convolutional layers,
activation layers and pooling layer, stacked repeatedly in a certain order. The difference between
an FCN and a CNN lies in their output layer—a CNN uses a fully connected layer at its output end,
while an FCN replaces it with a 1 × 1 convolutional layer. When we train an FCN, a loss function
needs to be specifically designed according to our tasks (e.g., classification, regression, etc.). In a
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pixel-to-pixel translation task, the loss of the whole two-dimensional output can be written as the
average of the losses of every pixel in its output map.
2.2. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) was originally proposed by A. Goodfellow et al. in
2014 [22]. It has then received increasing attention and achieved impressive results in a variety of
image processing and computer vision tasks, for example, image generation [50–53], image-to-image
translation [26,54,55], object detection [56–58], image super-resolution [49,59,60], and so forth.
The essence of a GAN is the idea of “adversarial training,” where two networks, a generator
G and a discriminator D, are trained to contest with each other in a minimax two-player game and
forces the generated data to be, in principle, indistinguishable from real ones. In this framework,
the generator aims to learn a mapping G (z) from a input noise space z ∈ Z to a data distribution of the
target. The discriminator, on one hand, is trained to discriminate between the samples from the true
data distribution x ∼ pdata and those generated G (z), on the other hand, feeds its output back to G
to further make the generated data indistinguishable from real ones. The training of a GAN can be
considered as solving the following minimax problem:
min max V ( D, G ) = Ex∼ pdata ( x) {log D ( x )}
G

D

(1)

+ Ez∼ pz (z) {log(1 − D ( G (z)))},
where x and z represent a true data point and an input random noise. The above problem can be
well-solved by iteratively updating D and G: that is, by first fixing G and updating D to maximize
V ( D, G ), and then fixing D and updating G to minimize V ( D, G ). As the adversarial training
progresses, the D will have more powerful discriminative ability and thus the images generated by the
G will become more and more realistic. As is suggested by I. Goodfellow et al. [22], instead of updating
G to minimize log(1 − D ( G (·))), in practice, many researchers choose to maximize log D ( G (·)). This is
because in the early stage of learning, log(1 − D ( G (·))) tends to saturate. This revision on objective
provides much stronger gradients.
2.3. CycleGAN for Image-to-Image Translation
Suppose X represents a source domain (e.g., the game maps), Y represents a target domain
(e.g., the real-world remote sensing images) and xi ∈ X and y j ∈ Y are their training samples.
In a GAN-based image-to-image translation task [26,54], we aim to learn a mapping G: X → Y by
using an adversarial loss, such that the generated images G ( xi ) is indistinguishable from those real
images from the distribution Y. In this case, the above random noise vector z in the vanilla GAN will
be replaced by an input image x. In addition, the generator G and the discriminator D are usually
constructed based on deep CNNs [51]. Similar to the vanilla GAN [22], the G and D are also trained to
compete with each other. Their objective function can be rewritten as follows:
min max L( G, D ) = Ex∼ px ( x) {log(1 − D ( G ( x )))}
G

D

+ Ey∼ py (y) {log D (y)},

(2)

where x and y represent two images from the domain X and domain Y. p x ( x ) and py (y) are their
data distributions.
In 2017, Zhu et al. proposed CycleGAN [26] for solving the unpaired image-to-image translation
problem. The main innovation of the CycleGAN is the introduction of the cycle “consistency loss”
in the adversarial training framework. CycleGAN breaks the limits of previous GAN based image
translation methods, in which their models need to be trained by pair-wise images between the source
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and target domains. Since no pair-wise training data is provided, they deal with this problem with
an inverse mapping F: Y → X and enforce F ( G ( X )) ≈ X (and vice versa).
A CycleGAN consists of four networks: two generative networks GY , GX and two discriminative
networks DY , DX . To transform the style of an image xi ∈ X to the domain Y, a straight forward
implementation would be training the GY to learn a mapping from X to Y so that to fool the DY to
make it fail to tell which domain they belong to. The objective function for training the GY and DY can
thus be written as follows:

L X →Y ( GY , DY ) = Ey∼ py (y) {log DY (y)}
+ Ex∼ px (x) {log(1 − DY ( GY ( x )))},

(3)

where GY ( x ) maps the data from domain X to domain Y and DY ( GY ( x ))) is trained to classify whether
the transformed data is real or fake. Similarly, GX can also be trained to learn to map the data from Y
to X and DX is trained to classify it. The objective function for the training of GX and DX can thus be
written as LY → X ( GX , DX ).
However, since the mapping is highly under-constrained, with large enough model capacity,
the networks GX and GY can map the same set of input images to any random locations in the
target domain if no pair-wise training supervision is provided [26], thus may fail to learn image
correspondence between the two domains. To this end, the CycleGAN introduces a cycle consistency
loss that further enforces the transformed image to be mapped back to itself in the original domain:
x → GY ( x ) → GX ( GY ( x )) ≈ x. The cycle consistency loss is defined as follows:

Lcyc ( GX , GY ) = Ex∼ px (x) {k GX ( GY ( x )) − x k1 }
+ Ey∼ py (y) {k GY ( GX (y)) − yk1 },

(4)

where k · k1 represents the pixel-wise l1 loss (sum of absolute difference of each pixel between the
input and the back-projected output). The CycleGAN uses pixel-wise l1 loss rather the l2 loss since the
former one encourages less blurring effect.
The final objective function of the CycleGAN can be written as the sum of (3) and (4):

Lcyclegan ( G̃, D̃ ) = L X →Y ( GY , DY )
+ LY → X ( G X , D X )

(5)

+ λLcyc ( GX , GY ),
where G̃ = ( GX , GY ) and D̃ = ( DX , DY ). λ > 0 controls the balance of the different objectives.
2.4. CGFCN
We build our model based on the CycleGAN. Our model consists of five networks: GX , GY , DX ,
DY and F, where the (GX , GY , DX , DY ) correspond to a CycleGAN, and the F is a standard FCN based
image segmentation network. An overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2.
The goals of the proposed CGFCN is twofold. On one hand, we aim to learn two mappings GY ( x )
and GX (y), where the former one maps the data from X to Y and the latter one maps the data from Y
to X. On the other hand, we aim to train the F to predict pixel-wise building masks on the transformed
data GY ( x ). Since the CycleGAN can convert the source data to the target style while keeping their
content unchanged, we use it to generate target-like images. In this way, the transformed data GY ( x )
is given as the input of F and the ground truth of the original game data is given as the reference when
training the segmentation network.
Suppose x̂ ∈ {0, 1} represents the pixel-wise binary label of the image x, where “1” represents the
pixel belonging to the category of “building” and “0” represent the pixel belonging to the category of
“background”. As the segmentation is essentially a pixel-wise binary classification process, we design
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the loss function of the segmentation network F as a standard pixel-wise binary cross-entropy loss.
We express it as follows:

Lseg ( F, GY ) = −E(x,x̂)∼ p(x,x̂) { x̂ log( F ( GY ( x )))
+ (1 − x̂ ) log(1 − F ( GY ( x )))}.

(6)

On combining the CycleGAN’s objectives with the above segmentation loss, the final objective
function of our method can be written as follows:

LCGFCN ( G̃, D̃, F ) = Lcyclegan ( G̃, D̃ )
+ µLseg ( F, GY )

(7)

where µ > 0 controls the balance between the image translation task and the segmentation task.
The training of our model can be considered as a minimax optimization process where the G̃ and F try
to minimize its objective while the D̃ tries to maximize it:
G̃ ? , D̃ ? , F ? = min max LCGFCN ( G̃, D̃, F ).
G̃,F

(8)

D̃

Since all networks of our model are differentiable, the image segmentation network F can be
jointly trained with the CycleGAN networks in an end-to-end fashion.
A complete optimization process of our method can be summarized as the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1. Initialize the weights of the networks (G̃, D̃) with random initialization. Initialize the F
using the ImageNet pre-train weights.
Step 2. Fix G̃ and D̃, and update F to minimize the LCGFCN .
Step 3. Fix F and D̃, and update G̃ to minimize the LCGFCN .
Step 4. Fix F and G̃, and update D̃ to maximize the LCGFCN .
Step 5. Repeat the steps 2–4 until the maximum epoch number reached.

2.5. Implementation Details
We build our generators G̃ and discriminators D̃ by following the configurations of the CycleGAN
paper [26]. We build the D̃ as a local perception network, which only penalizes the image structures at
the scale of patches (a.k.a the Markovian discriminator or “PatchGAN”). The D̃ tries to classify if each
N × N patch in an image is from the game domain or real-world domain. This type of architecture can
be equivalently implemented by building a fully convolutional network with N × N perceptive fields.
Such design is more computationally efficient since the responses of all patches can be obtained by
taking only single time of forward-propagation. We build the G̃ by following the configuration of the
UNet [31]. We add skip connections to our separator between the layer i and layer n − i for learning
both high-level semantics and low-level details.
Our segmentation network F is built based on the ResNet-50 [35]. We remove the fully connected
layers and replace them with a 1 × 1 convolution layer at its output end. In this way, the network F
can proceed an input image with an arbitrary size and aspect ratio. Besides, to obtain a larger output
resolution in ResNet-50, we reduce the convolutional stride at the “Conv_3” layer and “Conv_4” layer
from 2 to 1. Such modification enlarges the output resolution from 1/32 to 1/8 of the input.
During the training, the D̃, G̃ and F are alternatively updated. The maximum training iteration is
set to 200 epochs. We train D̃ G̃ and F by using Adam optimizer [61]. The D̃ and G̃ are trained from
scratch. For the first 100 epochs, we set learning_rate = 0.0001. For the rest epochs, we reduce the
learning rate to its 1/10. The F is trained with the learning rate of 1×10−3 . We initialize it with the
ImageNet [62] pre-trained weights. The learning rate decays to 90% per 10 epochs. We set λ = 10.0
and µ = 1.0. We have also tried other hyper-parameters for our segmentation network F but found it
has little impact on the results and the IOU change is not significant. To increase the generalization
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performance with limited training data, the data augmentation is used during the training, including
the random image rotation (90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ ) and vertical/horizontally image flipping.
2.6. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We build our aerial view image segmentation dataset based on the game map of the video
game GTA-V. We use a sub-region of the rendered satellite map as our training data. This part of
the map is located in the urban part of the fictional city “Los Santos”. We build its ground truth
map based on its official legend (8000 × 8000 pixels) by manually annotating the building regions.
As the GTA-V official map contains a Google map fashion color legend for various ground features,
the manual annotation can be very efficient—it only takes half an hour for a single person to complete
the annotation. Our dataset covers the most ground features of a typical coastal city, for example,
building, road, green-land, mountain, beach, harbor, wasteland, and so forth. In Figure 3, the first two
rows show some representative samples and their ground truth of our synthetic dataset.

Figure 3. A preview of our two experimental datasets. (a) The first two rows show some representative
images and their ground truth labels from our synthetic dataset (our training and validation set).
(b) The last two rows show some image pairs from the real remote sensing dataset [30] (our testing set).

We test our model on a real-world remote sensing dataset, the Massachusetts building detection
dataset [30]. As the CycleGAN focuses on reducing image style differences between two sets of images,
which requires the two datasets to have similar contents. Therefore, a subset of the Massachusetts
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building dataset is used as our test set. Most of the images in this subset are captured above the urban
area. All images in our training and test sets are cropped to image slices with a size of 500 × 500 pixels
and with the resolution of ∼1 m/pixel before being fed into our networks. Table 1 gives the statistics
of our experimental datasets.
Table 1. Statistics of our experimental datasets. We first train our model on the synthetic remote
sensing dataset (GTA-V game map) and then run evaluation on the real remote sensing dataset
(Massachusetts Building).
Dataset

Synthetic Remote Sensing Dataset

Real Remote Sensing Dataset

Image Source
Number of Images
Image Size
Resolution
Eval Split

GTA-V Game Map (Los Santos)
121
500 × 500 pixel
∼1.0 m/pixel
Trainig/Evaluation Set

Massachusetts Building [30]
150 (a subset)
500 × 500 pixel
1.0 m/pixel
Testing Set

The Intersection Over Union (IOU), which is commonly used in previous building segmentation
literature [63,64], is used as our evaluation metric for the segmentation results. Given a segmentation
output and a ground truth reference image with the same size, the IOU is defined as follows:
IOU =

NTP
,
NTP + NFP + NFN

(9)

where NTP represents the number of true positive pixels, NFP represents the number of false positive
pixels and NFN represents the number of false negative pixels in the segmentation output.
3. Results
In our experiment, we first compare our method with some state-of-the-art image segmentation
models. Then the ablation analysis is made to evaluate the effectiveness of each of our technical
components. Finally, some additional controlled experiments are made to investigate whether the
integration of semantic labels helps style conversion.
3.1. Comparison with Other Methods
We compare our model with some state-of-the-art semantic segmentation models, including
Deeplab-v3 [29] and UNet [31]. These models are first trained on our game data and then directly
tested on the real-world test set without the help of the style transfer. All models are fully optimized
for a fair comparison. For each of these methods, we individually train each model for five times and
then record the accuracy of each model on our test set (marked as “Test-1”∼“Test-5”).
Table 2 shows their accuracy during the five repeated tests. It should be noticed that although
we do not apply any other tricks (e.g., feature fusion and dilated convolution) to increase the feature
resolution, as those are used in UNet [31] and Deeplab-v3 [29], our method still achieves the best
results in terms of both mean accuracy and stability (standard deviation).
Figure 4 shows some image translation results of our method, where the first two rows show
some rendered game images and the “game → real world” translation results. The second two rows
show some real world images from the Massachusetts building dataset and the “real world → game”
translation results. We can see that the style of these images is transformed to another domain while
their contents are retained at the same time.
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Table 2. A comparison of different methods: UNet [31], Deeplab-v3 [29] and CycleGAN based Fully
Convolutional Networks (CGFCN) (Ours). All methods are trained based on the synthetic data and
then tested on real data. For each of these methods, we individually train each model for five times
and then record the accuracy of each model on our test set (marked as “Test-1”∼“Test-5”). The CGFCN
obtains the best results in both mean accuracy and stability.
Metric

UNet [31]

Deeplab-v3 [29]

CGFCN (Ours)

IOU (Test 1)
IOU (Test 2)
IOU (Test 3)
IOU (Test 4)
IOU (Test 5)

0.1592
0.2623
0.2837
0.2175
0.2586

0.1822
0.1715
0.1562
0.2022
0.2025

0.5218
0.5253
0.5220
0.5042
0.5355

Average
Stdev (±)

0.2363
0.0441

0.1829
0.0179

0.5218
0.0101

Figure 4. (Better viewed in color) Some image translation results from using our method. (a) The first
two rows show the translation results from the game domain to the real-world domain. (b) The last
two rows show the inverse translation results from the real-world domain to the game domain.

It is noted that, although some recent modifications on UNet or Deeplab (e.g., TreeUNet [65],
MDN [66] and DE-Net [67]) could bring incremental results for remote sensing data, these methods
are not designed for the cross-domain segmentation problem. Besides, the source code of the above
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modifications [65–67] is not available at this time and thus cannot be fairly compared. Therefore, we
did not compare to these methods.
We have also compared the inference speed of our model with other segmentation methods.
It should be noted that although our model consists of five networks (GX , GY , DX , DY and F), at the
inference stage, the computational overhead is only related with the segmentation network F since
the CycleGAN part of our model can be simple discarded after training. All our experiments are
conducted on a PC platform with a 2080Ti GPU and an I7-7700k CPU. The input image size is set to
500 × 500 pixels. The average inference speed (fps, frames per second) of the UNet, Deeplab-v3 and
the proposed method are shown in Table 3. It is shown that our method has comparable inference
speed with the Deeplab-v3 but is much faster than the UNet.
Table 3. Average inference speed (frames per second) of different models.
Methods

Inference Speed (fps)

UNet [31]
Deeplab-v3 [29]
CGFCN (Ours)

14.262
21.838
21.857

3.2. Ablation Analysis
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, the ablation experiment is
conducted to verify the importance of each part of our modification, including the “domain adaptation”
(Adaptation) and the “end-to-end training” (End-to-End). For a fair comparison, we set our method
and its variants with the same experimental configurations in data augmentation and use the same
training hyper-parameters. We first compare with a weak baseline method “ResNet50-FCN” where
our segmentation network F is only trained according to Equation (6) without the help of adversarial
domain adaptation (the first row in Table 4). Then, we gradually add other technical components.
•

•

•

Res50-FCN: We train our segmentation network F according to Equation (6). The training is
performed on game data and then the evaluation is performed on real data without the help of
domain adaption (our weak baseline).
Adaptation: We first train a CycleGAN model separately to transform the game data to the
real-world data style. Then we train our segmentation network F based on the transformed data
by freezing the parameters of the CycleGAN part (our strong baseline).
End-to-End: we jointly train the CycleGAN and our segmentation network F according to
Equation (8) in an end-to-end fashion (our full implementation).
Table 4. Results of our ablation analysis on “domain adaptation” and “end-to-end training”.
Res50FCN: our baseline method. Adaptation: the style transfer networks ( D̃, G̃) and segmentation
network F are separately trained. En2En: jointly train all networks in an end-to-end fashion.
The integration of the domain adaptation and end-to-end learning yields noticeable improvements in
the segmentation accuracy.
Ablations
Res50FCN

Adaptation

X
X
X

X
X

Segmentation Accuracy (IOU) on Game Dataset
En2En

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Average ± Stdev

X

0.4322
0.4708
0.5218

0.4146
0.4905
0.5253

0.4299
0.4753
0.5220

0.4342
0.4991
0.5042

0.4427
0.4785
0.5355

0.4307 ± 0.0091
0.4828 ± 0.0104
0.5218 ± 0.0101

Table 4 shows the evaluation results of all the above variants. We can see the integration of
domain adaptation and end-to-end learning yields noticeable improvements in the segmentation
accuracy. Figure 5 shows some building segmentation results of the UNet [31], Deeplab-v3 [29]
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and all the above-mentioned ablation variants. The green, yellow and red pixels represent “true
positive” pixels, “false negative” pixels and “false positive” pixels, respectively. Although the style
transfer (Res50FCN+Adaptation, our strong baseline) improves the segmentation result, it still has
some limitations. As shown in the 3rd row of the Figure 5, the flyover is falsely labeled as building
by the UNet, ResNet50 and ResNet50-Adpt, while our end-to-end model (full-implementation) can
effectively remove most false-alarms. This improvement (∼4%) is mainly owing to the introduction
of semantic information, which benefits our method in generating more precisely stylized results.
This indicates that the integration of the semantic information to the style transfer process helps to
reduce the style difference between two datasets and thus a semantic segmentation model jointly
trained with a style transfer model yields incremental segmentation results. Another reason for the
improvement is due to the perturbation of the data introduced by the end-to-end training process,
where the intermediate results produced by the CycleGAN produces small input variations to the
segmentation network. This variation can be considered as a data augmentation process, which helps
improve the generalization ability.

Figure 5. (Better viewed in color) Some building segmentation results of different methods: (a) Input
Image, (b) UNet [31], (c) Deeplab-v3 [29], (d) ResNet50-FCN (our weak baseline), (e) ResNet50-FCN
+ Adapt (our strong baseline) and (f) ResNet50-FCN + Adapt + End2End (our full implementation).
Green pixels: true positives. Yellow pixels: false negatives. Red pixels: false positives.
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4. Discussion
Do Semantic Labels Help Style Conversion?
Another advantage of our end-to-end training framework is that it introduces semantic
information to the style transfer framework and thus it will benefit to style conversion. Figure 6
gives a comparison example with or without the help of semantic guidance when performing the
CycleGAN style conversion. There are subtle differences in the results produced by using the two
configurations. The stylized images generated by our end-to-end trained CGFCN are much similar to
the images from the target domain than those of the original CycleGAN [26]. This improvement helps
in generating more accurate segmentation results.

Figure 6. (Better viewed in color) A visual comparison of style transfer results with different
configurations. The first row corresponds to the results of the original CycleGAN [26] and the second
row corresponds to the results of our method. Columns: (a) input game data, (b) game → real, (c) game
→ real → game. We can see that the images generated by our method are closer to the target domain
and thus helps cross-domain segmentation. Some unrelated image contents (e.g., the pollution area
marked by the arrows) have been successfully removed during the conversion.

To further evaluate the style transfer results, we quantitatively compare with CycleGAN on their
generated images, as shown in Table 5. We use three image similarity evaluation metrics? (1) the Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), (2) the Structural Similarity (SSIM) index [68] and (3) the Fréchet
Inception Distance (FID) [69]. The PSNR and SSIM two are classic metrics for evaluating image
restoration results. The FID is a more recent popular metric that can better evaluate the visual
perceptual quality. The FID measures the deviation of the feature distribution between the generated
images and the real images, which is widely used in adversarial image synthesis. It should be noticed
that although the PSNR and SSIM are computed by comparing the resulting image to a reference
image, which requires paired inputs, the FID can be evaluated free from such restrictions. As there is
no ground truth reference in the “Game → Real” experiment, we only report the FID score in Table 5.
To do this, we randomly divide the generated results and the real data into five groups and then
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compute the average FID similarity of them. We evaluate the style conversion results of two settings:
(1) “game → real-world” conversion and (2) “game → real-world → game” conversion. Our method
achieves the best conversion results in all evaluation metrics.
Table 5. Evaluation results on image style transfer results with different similarity evaluation metrics:
Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [69], Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
(SSIM) [68]. The column “Game → Real”: we compute the similarity between a group of the real
images and generated ones. The column “Game → Real → Game”: we back-convert the generated
image to the game domain and then compute their “self-similarity”. For FID, lower scores indicate
better. For PSNR (dB) and SSIM, higher scores indicate better. The CGFCN (ours) achieves the best
results, which suggests that introducing semantical supervision helps improve image style conversion.
Metric

Game → Real

Game → Real → Game

FID

FID

PSNR

SSIM

CycleGAN
CGFCN

0.1893
0.1621

0.1078
0.0724

20.575
20.598

0.7214
0.8038

Game Data

0.1808

0.0000

+∞

1.0000

Reference

Real Data

Game Data

5. Conclusions
We investigate an interesting question that whether game data generalize well for remote sensing
image segmentation. To do this, we train a deep learning model on the city map of the game “GTA-V”
and then adapt the model to real-world remote sensing building segmentation tasks. To tackle the
“domain shift” problem, we propose a CycleGAN-based FCN model where the mappings between the
two domains are jointly learned with the building segmentation network. By using the above methods,
we have obtained promising results. Experimental results suggest the effectiveness of our method for
both segmentation and style conversion.
The applications of our method may not be limited to building segmentation. In fact, our method
can be applied to any remote sensing tasks with the problem of “domain shift”—when the source
domain and target domain do not share the same data distribution. For example, our method can be
applied to road segmentation, vehicle detection, cloud detection, and so forth. Apart from the game
data, other types of synthetic data (e.g., architectural rendering data) may also be beneficial to the
above remote sensing applications. Besides, since the annotation of game data can be automatically
generated, our method can also be used to solve the problem of semi-supervised or unsupervised
learning in the remote sensing field.
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